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We create and perform high quality tourism programs which satisfy various needs from overseas visitors to Japan.

True Japan Tour Company Limited as a Destination Management Company develops a variety of destination 
management service programs which provide unforgettable and deeply impressive traveling experiences for our 
customers. 

In cooperation with IJCEE, the largest nationally certi�ed guide organization, our sta� and guides who are rich in 
experience with interesting characteristic traits, high skills and cross cultural experience are able to provide the 
best programs for customers.

WHO WE ARE

Discover Japan’s Nature, Beauty & Spirit

We create and perform high quality tourism programs which satisfy various needs from overseas visitors to Japan.

True Japan Tour Company Limited as a Destination Management Company develops a variety of destination 
management service programs which provide unforgettable and deeply impressive traveling experiences for our 
customers. 

In cooperation with IJCEE, the largest nationally certi�ed guide organization, our sta� and guides who are rich in 
experience with interesting characteristic traits, high skills and cross cultural experience are able to provide the 
best programs for customers.



Deliver the ultimate satisfaction for diverse guests’ needs.

OUR PHILOSOPHY

Deliver the ultimate satisfaction for diverse guests’ needs.



MESSAGE FROM CEO

Ryozo Yonehara
True Japan Tour Co., Ltd. CEO

I took an early retirement from the Tokyo Metropolitan Government in 2008. In order to convey 
the charms of Japan to overseas visitors, I founded an NPO. To this organization I summoned 
bilingual specialists in tea ceremony, �ower arrangement, Japanese cuisine and others cultural 
areas. As of today there are 1,260 nationally certi�ed guides in what is now Japan’ s largest guide 
organization. Its full name is IJCEE which stands for Institute for Japanese Culture Experience and 
Education. In addition to this organization, in 2013 I founded the True Japan Tour Company 
which develops and delivers various programs on things Japanese.

Our motto is to ‘Deliver Ultimate Satisfaction for Diverse Guests’ Needs’ 

We are exercising our best e�orts to tackle and realize this hard-to-attain objective 

Our objective in doing business at True Japan Tour Company is:
‘To Discover Japan’ s Nature, Beauty & Spirit.’ 

For  30  years ,  I  worked for  the  Tokyo 
M e t r o p o l i t a n  G o v e r n m e n t .  W h i l e  
performing my jobs as an assistant to the 
G o v e r n o r  t o  T o k y o  a n d  a s  a  g e n e r a l  
manager for Japan’ s largest convention 
site facilities, I felt a severe shortage of 
programs which introduce the charms of 
Japan to VIPs and many overseas visitors. 
The reasons it is di�cult to convey the many 
charms of Japan is twofold, the di�culties 
posed by the language which contains a 
number of untranslatable characteristics 
and more so by the very uniqueness of the 
Japanese culture.  Being as it is an island 
nation Japan has developed a culture like 
nowhere else in the world and this carries 
with it challenges not only for those who 
seek to learn about it but also for those who 
seek to explain it.

To the people from all over the world, I 
would like to convey not only Japanese 
ingenuity in manufacturing products but 
also many other charms.



Japan has more than 6,000 islands and its 

exclusive economic zone is ranked 

number six in the world. Mt. Fuji with an 

altitude of 3,776 meters is located only 

100 kilometers from Tokyo, the capital of 

Japan. Japan stretches from Hokkaido in a 

subarctic zone to Okinawa in a subtropical 

zone. On its rich and versatile terrain, we 

can harvest more than 500 kinds of 

seafood and 400 kinds of agricultural 

products.

To appreciate this picturesque terrain 

nurtured by nature and seasonal cuisine, 

nature walks, mountain climbing, 

fruit-picking, and others, we are proud to 

o�er and perform many kinds of unique 

tours and programs.
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You can appreciate Japan’ s beauty in the four 

seasons, such as cherry blossoms, ume or 

Japanese plum, peach and others, autumnal 

foliage, and snow scenes.

Along with these natural beauties, traditional 

styles of residential architecture such as a shoin 

style and sukiya style, dry landscape gardens 

developed under the in�uence of Zen Buddhism 

and bonsai are some of the examples that were 

imported and developed as unique Japanese 

cultural endeavours.

I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  u n i q u e  a r c h i t e c t u r e  a n d  

landscaping, we can assure you that you will 

�nd a high degree of perfection and a unique 

sense of beauty in many items and aspects of 

culture such as art works like ukiyoe, wall 

paintings on fusuma, and objects of craftwork 

such as kimonos, ceramics, folding fans, and also 

�ower arrangement and washoku (Japanese 

cuisine).

The essence of these Japanese beauties is what 

we deliver to our guests.

Japan’s Beauty



At the root of Japanese cultural icons such as Zen 
temples, tea ceremony, and Japanese gardens, the 
spirit of the Japanese people �nds a home. This 
spir it  has been nurtured by an emphasis on 
co-existing with nature.

The Japanese traditional worldview regards each 
animal and each plant as having the Buddha nature 
in itself. As such this worldview is polytheistic (as in 
its expression in the indigenous Shinto religion) 
and allows for the coexistence of di�erent things.

Today, in a world which is beset by many problems 
and often by violence, the worldview of the 
Japanese people is one that seeks to nurture a 
spirit of global peace and to safeguard the world 
environment.

We are grateful to our guests if you feel such a 
moment of the true Japanese spirit during your 
stay in Japan.

Japan’s SpiritJapan’s Spirit



Our People

We are a large group of travel experts with rich international experiences and diverse characters.

In addition to being a professionals in tourism, we love traveling as individuals too. Because of 
this, we feel it necessary to develop imaginative and high quality programs for our guests, so that 
each of you can have a wonderful experience even as we do in our own travels.

We will not be able to develop good travel programs unless we are familiar with our own culture. 
In addition to being good businesspeople, we are trying every day to enhance ourselves and to 
understand and relay our culture to our guests.



At True Japan Tour, there is a well of unique expertise that is not o�ered by other companies:

Using the following 3 innovative methods, TJT Group is o�ering numerous qualitative content and multilingual 
services at reasonable prices. This is our truly innovative achievement that is not realized by any other Japanese 
travel agencies.

1. Japan’ s Number One in Tour Guide Human Resources

2. Genuine Japanese Cultural Experience, Japanese Lifestyle and Mind-set 

3. Flexible Offerings from the Single Guest to Big Groups

Why True Japan Tour?

Our organization has the largest number of nationally certi�ed guides in Japan.
These guides are bilingual professionals specialized in Japanese cuisine, tea ceremony, �ower arrangement 
and other cultural aspects. On top of that, we don’ t simply remain satis�ed with our present skillset, but keep 
on training our sta� and guides with periodic professional level courses and are constantly striving to design 
and to o�er higher level programs.
Possessing as we do Japan’ s largest sta�ng numbers for guides, our programs are run not only by language 
and culture specialists, but also by college professors, system engineers, accountants, and others. We have a 
large stock of human resources and experiences and excellent achievements to our name in taking care of 

many VIPs and MICE (Meeting, Incentive, Conference, Exhibition）events.  

In order to get the essence and deeper understanding of Japanese culture, actual practice and hands-on 
experience are much more e�ective than just looking at Japanese cuisine cooking, tea ceremony, �ower 
arrangement, and suchlike. In addition to regular sightseeing tours, we provide many experimental style 
programs for our quests to have a genuine cultural experience. From the Metropolitan areas and Kansai areas, 
indeed in every corner of Japan, we o�er a great variety of guided tours to satisfy myriad guests’ 
requirements. Also, we are now o�ering home visit style programs in order for a small group of guests to get 
actual experience in tea ceremony, kimono-wearing, and Japanese cooking. As for guiding tours, rather than 
using DVDs or CDs, real human guides explain in their own words, thus enabling interactive communication. 
In this way, guests can get to know the true Japanese lifestyle and mind-set.

We o�er �exible on-demand programs which are capable of satisfying requests from a small group of people 
to a large group. These programs are made possible by the Japan’ s largest membership of 1,260 guides and a 

unique human resources management system．This system enables our search for the right person in the 
right place, appropriate assignments, and quick response to a variety of requirements. 



FIT/Leisure Operation

For those guests who are interested in appreciating the depth of Japanese culture,
we can o�er the best customized travel itinerary. As our team members searched all over Japan for the best in 

things Japanese, we can be your best traveling partners.

We are proud to deliver you a once in a lifetime experience.

To suit each of our guests requirements, we o�er travel itineraries and experience  in order to thoroughly 
appreciate Japan from reasonably priced tours to the most luxurious ones, from a budget hotel to a luxury 

ryokan, from a short stay at a beautiful beach resort to exceptional experience on a snow-covered mountain.

FIT/Leisure Operation



MICE Operation

We make every e�ort to make your program a success whether it is a meeting, an incentive program, a 
conference, or an exhibition/event.

We promise to keep on o�ering our best solutions to our clients’ objectives and variety of requirements from just 
a few people to large groups.

Our characteristic on-demand adaptabil ity and �exibil ity do not exist by themselves.   We meet 
clients ’ objectives and requirements to make our service and good value felt by you. From holding gala dinner 
at an Unesco site, Award dinner at a Michelin-starred restaurant, unique team building activities, and so on. We 
are always opened to any request from our clients.

How about working together with us to develop and execute innovative programs?

Then epoch-making and previously never-existing programs will be born.

Reception at an unique venue Sushi makingSushi making

Sumo tournament watchSamurai sword �ghting actSamurai sword �ghting act Sumo tournament watch



Cruise Operation

Small Luxury Yachts to gigantic vessels with many thousands of passengers.

In conjunction with the worldwide boom in the demand for cruise tours, the number of cruise ship port calls to 
Japan is on the increase every year. Our job is to capture guests’ requirements correctly and to o�er programs 
that are beyond their expectation.

From Hokkaido to Okinawa, by understanding geopolitical characteristics and fully utilizing the information from 
our network, we o�er assistance so that our guests can receive the most amazing experience possible.

If you are interested in co-developing and participating in innovative tour programs ahead of your competitors, 
please contact us without hesitation.

a Cruise Ship docking at Shimizu Port at Naha Port

Yakusugi Chopsticks Making at Yakushima Warm Farewell at Shikoku

a Cruise Ship docking at Shimizu Port

Yakusugi Chopsticks Making at Yakushima Warm Farewell at Shikoku



Our Network through Japan

Ogasawara

Tokyo
Kyoto

Niseko

Yakushima

Iriomote

Mt. Fuji

As you can see those blue points on the map, True Japan 
Tour’ s  network stretches out to various regions 
nationwide.  We have been collaborating closely with 
local experts in our network to provide programs and 
events to tourists in Japan. 

There’ s no doubt that Tokyo, Kyoto, and Hakone, 
sometimes referred to as the “golden route” of Japan 
tourism, attract many foreign tourists and with good 
reason, yet Japan still has many unexplored regions that 
are waiting to be discovered.  

Let us take you through the secret door to your next 
destination.

Rishiri

Aomori

Akita
Sanriku

Sado
Niigata

Nagano

Kumano
Nara

Izu

Hachijo

Takayama

Ehime

Kagawa

Oki

Izumo

Miyazaki

Naha

Amami

Miyako

Miyake

Kushiro

Kumamoto

Kanazawa



We are ready to serve you as your DMC in Japan.
Please let us walk with you & we will make a great success together.





True Japan Tour Co., Ltd.

Address  B-4F Sasaki Bldg. 2-5-7 Koishikawa, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan 112-0002 
TEL   +81-3-3830-0451 
FAX   +81-3-3830-0452 
e-Mail  truejapan@ijcee.com (English or Japanese) 

Business Hours Monday – Friday　9:00 am – 5:00 pm
  Closed on Saturdays, Sundays, National Holidays, Summer Holidays and Winter Holidays.


